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Abstract 1 

Background: The evolutionary dynamics of transposable elements (TEs) vary across the tree of 2 

life and even between closely related species with similar ecologies. In Drosophila, most of the 3 

focus on TE dynamics has been completed in Drosophila melanogaster and the overall pattern 4 

indicates that TEs show an excess of low frequency insertions, consistent with their frequent turn 5 

over and high fitness cost in the genome. Outside of D. melanogaster, insertions in the species 6 

Drosophila algonquin, suggests that this situation may not be universal, even within Drosophila. 7 

Here we test whether the pattern observed in D. melanogaster is similar across five Drosophila 8 

species that share a common ancestor more than fifty million years ago. 9 

Results: For the most part, TE family and order insertion frequency patterns are broadly conserved 10 

between species, supporting the idea that TEs have invaded species recently, are mostly costly and 11 

dynamics are conserved in orthologous regions of the host genome 12 

Conclusions: Most TEs retain similar activities and fitness costs across the Drosophila phylogeny, 13 

suggesting little evidence of drift in the dynamics of TEs across the phylogeny, and that most TEs 14 

have invaded species recently. 15 

 16 

Introduction 17 

Transposable elements are selfish mobile genetic elements found throughout the genomes 18 

of most living organisms; these sequences copy and move throughout hosts genomes, mostly to 19 

the detriment of the host [1-5]. Mammalian genomes are rarely invaded by TEs, and therefore have 20 

few active transposable elements (TEs), a large proportion of their genomes are composed of TE 21 

insertions fixed within a species population [6-8]. Comparatively, TEs in the fruit fly Drosophila 22 

appear to be highly active, resulting in polymorphic insertions for most TE families within a 23 

species population, with a lower proportion of their genome comprised of TEs  [3, 9]. 24 

These differences can be explained with a model described by Lee and Langley [10]. TEs 25 

have bursts of activity recently after invading a genome, resulting in their transposition, their 26 

insertions are primarily deleterious to the host; they can interrupt a gene, cause aberrant expression 27 

or differential exon expression [3, 4, 9, 11]. Without regulation, TEs are also rampantly expressed 28 

and transposing, at a high cost to the host [10, 12]. To combat this, TE activity is suppressed, in 29 

the case of most animals, via the piRNA system [13-16]. Using small RNAs transcribed from TE 30 
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sequences, the piRNA system targets and degrades complementary TE mRNAs and cause 31 

heterochromatin formation on similar TE insertions [12, 17-19]. However, the piRNA system can 32 

cause the propagation of heterochromatic silencing marks around TE insertions, resulting in the 33 

silencing of nearby genes and position effect variegation [10, 19]. This deleterious side effect, in 34 

combination with the deleterious effects of TE insertions suggests TE insertions should be rare in 35 

euchromatic regions [3, 9, 10, 20]. 36 

Within this model, TEs will enter a genome and spread rapidly through a burst of 37 

unsuppressed transposition [21-23]. The TE will be silenced via the piRNA system and regulated 38 

so long as piRNAs are produced against the TE [12, 24]. Following this, a TE will decrease in 39 

activity and will have an insertion frequency spectra (IFS) changing from an excess of rare 40 

insertions to fewer, more common insertions, likely in heterochromatic regions and piRNA 41 

clusters [11, 13], as the TE ages [22]. From this, we expect larger genomes with fewer active TEs, 42 

such as mammals, to have higher TE abundances and TE insertion frequency spectra showing no 43 

skew towards rare insertions as TE insertions are on average, less costly as genes make up a smaller 44 

portion of the genome, and less likely to have bursts of activity (Figure 1). While species with 45 

higher effective population sizes, higher coding densities and more active (more recently invaded) 46 

TEs, such as Drosophila melanogaster, should have lower abundances of TEs and IFS skewed to 47 

rare insertions [10, 11, 21, 22, 25]. 48 

 49 

However, the expectation of lower euchromatic TE abundances, consistent with higher 50 

coding densities seen in Drosophila melanogaster is not seen in all Drosophila species [23]. The 51 

dynamic nature of Drosophila TEs can be clearly seen in the 12-genomes project, a group of 12 52 

sequenced Drosophila species genomes, that span the ~50 million year Drosophila genus, with 53 

species in both the Drosophila and Sophophora sister subgenera [26, 27]. The sequenced species 54 

show striking differences between TE families and orders, and make up differing proportions of 55 

the genome, between 5 and 40% across the tree [28]. Furthermore, two studies comparing D. 56 

melanogaster and D. simulans TE content find a divergence in activity between genomes, 57 

specifically finding higher TE content in D. melanogaster, an relatively more intermediate 58 

frequency insertions in D. simulans, and an relatively more fixed and low frequency insertions in 59 

D. melanogaster [22, 29, 30]. These studies support the idea that even the same families shared 60 

between closely related species can diverge in activity and insertion frequency over time, and that 61 
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differences may be even more extremely between more diverged species [22, 29]. Finally, the TE 62 

content of two species in the D. affinis subgroup, is not comprised of lower copy number families 63 

with an excess of low frequency insertions [31]. Instead they have a few, highly abundant families, 64 

with many high frequency insertions, like mammalian genomes, despite their small genome and 65 

large effective population sizes [32, 33]. This could be as these species lack any TEs that have 66 

recently invaded the genome and therefore have bursts of activity within the genome [22]. Though 67 

the methods used in this study are not truly comparable to modern techniques of assessing TE 68 

abundances, together with the diversity of abundances in the 12 genomes it brings into question 69 

the extent to which the previously described model fits outside the D. melanogaster, and where 70 

within the frame work other species fit [23, 31]. 71 

Here, we use next generation sequencing data and modern TE content identification 72 

methods to assess the TE insertion densities and TE insertion frequency spectra of the euchromatic 73 

genome of five Drosophila species. We attempt to identify if TEs show patterns consistent with 74 

highly active TE families across species, suggested by insertions being rare and primarily 75 

deleterious and differ in their ages within species. Additionally, we examine the extent that TE 76 

insertion frequency patterns differ between species with differing abundances of TEs. We find that 77 

despite differences in TE abundances and euchromatic insertion densities between species, most 78 

TE insertions have an IFS consistent with families recently invading genomes, highly active and 79 

deleterious in all species, though some individual families differ in their insertion frequencies 80 

between species (Figure 1 and 3). This suggests that TEs remain consistently deleterious across 81 

the Drosophila phylogeny, despite strong phylogenetic differences between species, and large 82 

changes in effective population size and TE densities [28]. 83 

 84 

Results 85 

TE content differs drastically across the species examined 86 

To examine the abundance and fitness cost of TE insertions across our Drosophila phylogeny of 87 

five species (Figure 1, 2A), we sequenced 20 wild caught Drosophila innubila individuals 88 

(described in the materials and methods) and downloaded short-read data for 17 D. melanogaster 89 

genomes, 45 D. pseudoobscura Muller C’s, 16 D. annanassae genomes and 14 D. willistoni 90 

genomes. We then generated profiles of the TE content of each individuals in each species using 91 

a combination of RepeatMasker, BEDTools and PopoolationTE2 (Tarailo-Graovac and Chen 92 
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2009; Quinlan and Hall 2010; Kofler et al. 2011b) [34-38] using either a repeat library generated 93 

from RepBase TE sequences (Data S1), or a custom repeat library for D. innubila, generated by 94 

RepeatModeler [39, 40]. We estimated the proportion of each genome made up of TE insertions, 95 

the median copy number of each TE family and the median insertion number of each family in the 96 

euchromatic portion of the genome. We grouped families by their orders, either terminal inverted 97 

repeat (TIR) and rolling circle (RC) DNA transposons, or long terminal repeat (LTR) and long 98 

interspersed nuclear elements (LINE) RNA retrotransposons [5, 41] (TE hierarchy in Data S2). 99 

Within each species, the TE content varies drastically – between 15% and 40% of each genome 100 

(Figure 2B), with consistently different numbers of TE copies and euchromatic insertions between 101 

species (Figure 2B). As identified elsewhere, there is a significant association between genome 102 

size and TE content (Table S2, p-value = 0.002) [5, 8, 42]. 103 

 The recently assembled and annotated genome of D. innubila has considerably lower 104 

insertion count numbers, perhaps due to the inferior annotation of TE content compared to other 105 

species. Interestingly, the D. innubila genome appears to have a lower amount of LTRs than most 106 

other studied Drosophila species [39], showing a similar profile to the relatively closely related D. 107 

mojavensis [28]. Most other species have retrotransposons, such as LTRs and LINEs, making up 108 

a large proportion of their repeat content (Figure 2B) [23]. As shown previously, D. ananassae 109 

and D. willistoni have much higher TE content than the other species analyzed here [23, 28]. These 110 

species differ in genome size, including an expanded Muller Element F in D. ananassae [23, 43]. 111 

In fact, there is an excess of TE content in D. ananassae on Muller element F. This Muller element 112 

represents only ~11.6% of the assembled reference genome (based on D. melanogaster orthology) 113 

but contains ~21.1% of the reference genomes TE content (based on RepeatMasker estimates), 114 

and so may account for the differences seen here. 115 

To control for this Muller element expansion and other differences in genome size, we 116 

measured the TE insertion density per autosomal euchromatic megabase and found a significant 117 

excess of TE insertions per MB in D. ananassae and D. willistoni versus all other species, in all 118 

TE orders (Figure 2C, quasi-Poisson GLM, z-value > 19.296, p-value < 0.0006). These differences 119 

in TE abundances suggest that TE insertions may have differing dynamics between species, even 120 

when excluding TE rich regions. Due to the larger genomes and more abundant TE insertions, 121 

insertions may be less costly in D. ananassae and D. willistoni compared to other species and so 122 

may be more common in populations, with IFS skewed towards higher frequencies [12, 15, 44]. 123 
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 124 

TE insertions are primarily rare across the Drosophila phylogeny 125 

Using the TE insertions called with PopoolationTE2, we found the insertion frequency spectrum 126 

(IFS) across each TE order, across all species, limited to the autosomes (Kofler et al. 2016). Like 127 

the differing TE insertion numbers and densities across species (Figure 2), the IFS also differ 128 

(Figure S1, Table S2 and S3). Comparing IFSs between TE orders, we find a significant excess of 129 

high frequency RC insertions in D. melanogaster versus other species (GLM quasi-Binomial p-130 

value < 3.5e-5, t-value > 4.151). We also find an excess of rare (low frequency) TIR insertions 131 

versus other species in D. innubila (p-value = 2.37e-5, t-value = -4.24) and D. pseudoobscura (p-132 

value = 5.74e-15, t-value = -7.891). Additionally, we find a significant excess of high frequency 133 

LTR insertions in D. ananassae versus all other species (GLM p-value < 2e-16, t-value = 13.243) 134 

and an excess of higher frequency LINE insertions in both D. melanogaster (GLM p-value < 2e-135 

16, t = 12.526) and D. ananassae (GLM p-value < 2e-16, t-value =11.505). While we find IFS 136 

differ between species, in all cases TEs are skewed towards rare insertions (Figure 1). The median 137 

insertion frequency is below 25% in every TE order across all species and shows no significant 138 

differences between species (Table S2 and S3, GLM p-value > 0.213). 139 

 As these comparisons may be biased by factors such as how the data was generated, the 140 

sequencing methods, the quality of the reference genomes and the TE annotation, we limited our 141 

analysis to D. melanogaster, D. ananassae and D. willistoni, three species with data generated in 142 

similar manners, with similar TE families and high-quality reference genomes. We assessed only 143 

insertions in regions of the autosomal genome identified as orthologous using progressiveMauve 144 

[45]. When comparing the insertions in these orthologous regions, for all comparisons we find the 145 

TE dynamics are more consistent between species, with no significant differences in any 146 

comparison (Table S2, Figure 3, Figure S1B: GLM p-value > 0.21, t-value < 1.556). 147 

 148 

TE site frequency spectra rarely differ when accounting for population structure, insertions 149 

are primarily rare 150 

One limitation of the analysis thus far is that all samples except D. melanogaster violate our 151 

implicit assumption of a single, panmictic population, which may skew the IFS to higher 152 

frequencies. This is can be seen in differences in estimated nucleotide site frequency spectrum of 153 

each species (limited to Muller element C for D. pseudoobscura) [46, 47], specifically finding an 154 
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excess of high frequency variants in D. pseudoobscura when compared to D. melanogaster and an 155 

excess of low frequency variants in D. willistoni and D. innubila when compared to D. 156 

melanogaster (Figure S2, GLM quasi-Binomial p-value < 0.05). As expected, all site frequency 157 

spectra (SFS) show an excess of rare variants consistent with purifying selection, however D. 158 

pseudoobscura almost fits the neutral expectation, possibly due to the structured populations 159 

expected with the segregating inversions found on Muller element C [47-50]. 160 

To combat this, we clustered lines based on nuclear polymorphism using a principle 161 

component analysis (Figure S3). We then took a subset of lines for each species which appear to 162 

cluster as a single group in a principle component analysis (Figure S3). We also attempted to 163 

account for effective population size, on TE content, we find no association between effective 164 

population size and total TE content or insertion density, so did not control for this further (LM p-165 

value > 0.05, Figure S3). This result contrasts with previous work which finds a negative 166 

association between effective population size and repetitive content [42, 51], possibly due to half 167 

of our species (D. ananassae and D. willistoni) as known exceptions for Drosophila TE content 168 

[23, 43]. Additionally, our sample size may be too small, and species too closely related to draw 169 

any strong conclusions about the relationship between repetitive content, genome size and 170 

effective population size in Drosophila. 171 

In selected subpopulations, we examined the nuclear SFS between species and, with no 172 

drastic differences seen, we compared IFS between species. We find similar IFS across TE orders, 173 

though we do find an excess of high frequency RC insertions in D. melanogaster and an excess of 174 

high frequency LTR and LINE insertions in D. ananassae (Figure 3A, GLM p-value = 2e-16). As 175 

few RC insertions are found in D. melanogaster compared to other species, their genome has likely 176 

not been invaded by RC families recently, with their decreasing activity and increase in insertion 177 

frequency over time, while more recent invading RC families are found in other species are highly 178 

active with an excess of low frequency insertions [5, 22]. Again, we find no significant differences 179 

when comparing orthologous regions (GLM p-value > 0.05). As orthologous regions are 180 

exclusively in the euchromatic portion of the genomes, looking in orthologous regions removes 181 

heterochromatic insertions which are more likely to be high frequency [13]. As previous, most TE 182 

insertions are rare in all species (median frequency < 20%), with D. ananassae and D. 183 

melanogaster having the highest median frequency insertion, we also find no significant difference 184 
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between median insertion frequency for any species or TE order (GLM p-value > 0.352) and no 185 

association between TE density or genome size with median insertion frequency (p-value > 0.05). 186 

 187 

Only a few, highly active, families differ across species, consistent with differing times of 188 

invasion 189 

Our broader comparisons fit with previous work, that finds most TE families are highly active 190 

across a range of species due to recent spread of these TEs [22, 25].  As these broad observations 191 

may homogenize large differences between TE families, we chose to focus our analysis on specific 192 

families, shared between species. 193 

We repeated the previous analysis across 10 TE super families found in all species [5, 23]. 194 

While there is a noticeable excess of low frequency insertions in D. pseudoobscura, we found no 195 

significant difference of insertion frequency between species for TE super family frequency (GLM 196 

logistic regression: -1.351 < t-value < -0.092, p-value > 0.183), however this may be due to few 197 

TE insertions in each subgroup or could again be too broad for any real inference (Figure S4). 198 

Thus, we attempted to compare the dynamics of specific families shared between D. 199 

melanogaster, D. ananassae and D. willistoni. We identified 55 families shared between these 200 

species and extracted insertions for each family within the previously identified orthologous 201 

regions. For each TE family we compared the insertion frequency spectra for each species. Only 202 

eight of the 55 TE families showing any significant differences in IFS (six after multiple testing 203 

correction, Table S3-5, Figure S5, GLM logistic regression: p-value < 0.05). For these elements, 204 

one species has an excess of low frequency variants compared to the other two species (Figure 205 

S5), suggesting this difference may be due to a more recent acquisition in this species, resulting in 206 

higher activity, or more bursts of activity, rather than a consistent difference in activity between 207 

species, similar to the findings in comparisons across D. melanogaster group populations [22, 25, 208 

52, 53]. 209 

To test if these elements more recently invaded the species showing a difference in 210 

dynamics, we calculated Tajima’s D for each of the shared 55 TE families. A negative Tajima’s D 211 

suggests an excess of low frequency variants, consistent with an expansion in copy number 212 

following a bottleneck, as would happen with a recent horizontal invasion [54, 55]. Among the 55 213 

shared families, we find ten TE families have significant differences in estimations of Tajima’s D 214 

between species (GLM p-value < 0.05). Only one of the eight TE families with a differing IFS, 215 
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has a significantly negative Tajima’s D, the P-element [30]. P-element has a significantly different 216 

insertion frequency spectrum between species (GLM logistic regression: p-value < 0.05), and 217 

significantly lower Tajima’s D (GLM p-value < 0.05), due to its recent horizontal transfer to D. 218 

melanogaster from D. willistoni [56-58]. Overall these results suggest few TE families differ 219 

between species in activity, after accounting for recent acquisitions. 220 

 221 

Discussion 222 

Transposable elements, as mobile parasitic elements, are mostly costly to a host organism [3, 9, 223 

20, 59], due to their rampant transposition, leading to the disruption of coding sequences [3, 9, 12, 224 

20, 60], the mis regulation of gene expression [1, 2, 19, 61, 62] and even because of ectopic 225 

recombination and chromosomal breakage between two copies of the same TE family [3, 20, 63, 226 

64]. Deleterious insertions are removed under purifying selection and TE families are rapidly 227 

silenced upon their acquisition [3, 11, 20, 64], giving an expectation for an insertion frequency 228 

spectrum skewed towards low frequency insertions for more recently acquired families that are 229 

highly active [3, 9, 20, 64, 65]. Most of the theoretical and experimental work that led to our 230 

understanding of TE dynamics has been completed in D. melanogaster [3, 20, 64, 66], under the 231 

assumption that TEs in other Drosophila and insects behave in a similar manner, despite some 232 

evidence to the contrary [31, 67, 68]. Here we test the validity of this assumption by assessing the 233 

TE dynamics in a D. melanogaster population and populations of four other Drosophila species. 234 

Despite drastic differences in TE content and densities between the species (Figure 2), we observe 235 

a pattern of rare insertions across all species, consistent with a recent invasion of highly active TE 236 

families, with insertions under strong purifying selection in all species (Figure 3, Figure S1, Table 237 

S2 and S4).  238 

There are several possible explanations for the fact that work predating next generation 239 

sequencing technologies suggested differences in TE dynamics among species [31]. First, these 240 

differences may be due to host-specific factors (Table S2 - 4, Figure S1 and S4), such as how recent 241 

the TE families have invaded a species genome (Hey 1989; Kaminker et al. 2002b). However, 242 

most families found in D. affinis are shared across the D. obscura group or with other Drosophila 243 

[69], suggesting TEs are being transferred between species. Second, high copy number families 244 

identified by In Situ hybridisation may have be low resolution conflating separate insertions as the 245 

same insertion, artificially inflating that insertion’s frequency and skewing its frequency higher 246 
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than in lower copy number samples [31]. Finally, species genomes may differ in their chromatin 247 

states at different parts of genomes, limiting our analyses to well described euchromatic portions 248 

could stunt our ability to identify the diversity of TE dynamics in these host species. D. ananassae, 249 

for example, has an expansive Muller element F [43], full of transposable elements that was not 250 

included in this survey (due to most the chromosome being masked in the reference genome).  251 

Overall, our results support a model where TE families invade genomes, expand in copy 252 

number, are rapidly regulated by the host genome (to differing levels among species), with 253 

insertions primarily being deleterious in all species examined, though the selection against 254 

insertions appears to differ from species to species to a minor degree. 255 

 256 

Materials and Methods 257 

Population genomic data 258 

We used next generation sequencing data from five species collected from three sources, 259 

summarized in Table S1. For Drosophila melanogaster, we downloaded the FastQ files of 100bp 260 

paired end reads for a randomly selected set of 17 lines of the DPGP from a population collected 261 

from Zambia (SRA accessions: SRR203500-10, SRR204006-12). Similarly, we downloaded the 262 

FastQ files of 100bp paired end reads for 45 Drosophila pseudoobscura lines (SRA accessions: 263 

SRR617430-74) [47]. These lines consist of wild flies crossed to balancer stocks for chromosome 264 

3 (Muller element C), this results in an isolated wild third chromosome, but a mosaic of balancer 265 

and wild stocks across the remainder of the genome, due to this we restricted our analysis to Muller 266 

element C (chromosome 3) in these lines. 267 

We obtained sequencing information for 16 Drosophila ananassae isofemale lines and 14 268 

willistoni isofemale lines. These lines were sequenced using an illumina HiSeq 2500 to produce 269 

100bp paired end reads for each isofemale line. 270 

Wild Drosophila innubila were captured at the Southwest Research Station in the 271 

Chiricahua Mountains between September 8th and 15th, 2016.  Baits consisted of store-bought 272 

white button mushrooms (Agaricus bisporus) placed in large piles about 30cm in diameter. A 273 

sweep net was used to collect the flies over the baits. Flies were sorted by sex and species at the 274 

University of Arizona and males were frozen at -80 degrees C before being shipped on dry ice to 275 

Lawrence, KS.  All D. innubila males were homogenized in 50 microliters of viral buffer (a media 276 

meant to preserve viral particles, taken from [70]) and half of the homogenate was used to extract 277 
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DNA using the Qiagen Gentra Puregene Tissue kit (#158689, Germantown, Maryland, USA). We 278 

constructed a genomic DNA library using a modified version of the Nextera DNA Library Prep 279 

kit (#FC-121-1031, Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) meant to conserve reagents [71].  We 280 

sequenced 20 male samples as a library on two lanes of an Illumina HiSeq 2500 System Rapid-281 

Run to generate paired-end 150 base-pair reads (available at NCBI accession numbers 282 

SRR6033015 [72]). 283 

 We trimmed all data using Sickle (minimum length = 50, minimum quality = 20) before 284 

mapping, and removed adapter sequences using Scythe  [73, 74]. 285 

Custom reference genomes 286 

We downloaded the latest Flybase reference genome (Flybase.org, as of December 2018) for D. 287 

melanogaster, D. ananassae, D. pseudoobscura and D. willistoni, and used the D. innubila 288 

reference genome available on NCBI (NCBI accession: SKCT00000000) [39, 75, 76]. 289 

For the released genomes (D. melanogaster, D. ananassae, D. pseudoobscura and D. 290 

willistoni), we identified and masked each reference genome using RepeatMasker (parameters: -291 

pa 4 –s –gff –gccalc –nolow –norna –no_is) [36, 37], using a custom repeat library, consisting of 292 

Repbase TE sequences previously identified in each of the species examined here [77]. 293 

For. D. innubila, we generated a repeat library for the reference genome using 294 

RepeatModeler (parameters: - engine NCBI) [40]. Then, after identifying each family order by 295 

NCBI universal BLAST [78], used this library as the custom TE library for repeat masking as 296 

described above. To validate these RepeatModeler consensus sequences for D. innubila, we 297 

mapped Illumina data to the TE library and kept only TE sequences with at least 1x the genomic 298 

coverage across 80% of the sequence (BWA MEM, default parameters [79, 80]). 299 

For each species, we then generated a custom reference genome required for the use of 300 

PopoolationTE2 [34]. For this we merged the masked reference genome, the custom TE library 301 

used for masking and the genome TE sequences, extracted using BEDTools [38]. Next, as 302 

described in the PopoolationTE2 manual, we generated a hierarchy for each genome which 303 

assigned each TE sequence (all consensus sequences and reference sequences) to a TE family and 304 

TE order as described in [5, 77], either terminal inverted repeat (TIR) and rolling circle (RC) DNA 305 

transposons, or long terminal repeat (LTR) and long interspersed nuclear element (LINE) RNA 306 

retrotransposons. 307 

 308 
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TE content and copy number differences between genomes 309 

We quantified the amount of TE content for all species in three ways: a) proportion of the reference 310 

genome masked with RepeatMasker, b) median insertion count of each TE family across all lines 311 

in a species and c) median insertion count of each family using PopoolationTE2. For b), we found 312 

the median coverage for each TE family and the median coverage masked nuclear genome using 313 

BEDTools (genomeCoverageBed) [38], we divided the median TE coverage by the median nuclear 314 

coverage (subsampled to 15x coverage) to find the copy number of each family. Then we 315 

calculated the median adjusted TE coverage across all lines for each species. For c), we calculated 316 

the median TE insertion count for each family in each species, based on TE insertions called using 317 

PopoolationTE2. To control for differences in genome size across euchromatic regions, we also 318 

calculated the insertions per 1 Megabase windows (sliding 250kbp) for each TE order in each line 319 

for each species, only for contigs greater than 100kbp with less than 60% of the window masked 320 

by RepeatMasker [36, 37]. 321 

 322 

Calling transposable element insertions across genomes 323 

To identify the TE insertions throughout the genome in each line for each species, we followed 324 

the recommended PopoolationTE2 pipeline for each species (sourceforge.net/p/popoolation-325 

te2/wiki/Walkthrough/) [34]. Though PopoolationTE2 is designed for use with population pools, 326 

we used an adjusted method to call germline insertions in individuals. We subsampled each line 327 

to 15x average nuclear coverage and followed the pipeline with appropriate cutoffs to exclude 328 

most somatic transpositions (map-qual = 15, min-count = 5, min-distance = -200, max-distance = 329 

500). PopoolationTE2 gives an estimated frequency of the insertion based on coverage of the TE 330 

breakpoint versus the genomic coverage, here we used this as a support score for each TE insertion  331 

[34]. We removed insertions found exclusively in one line with lower than 50% frequency in an 332 

individual line, we then merged all remaining insertion files for each species. We also removed all 333 

insertions in regions with more than 60% of the Megabase window masked by RepeatMasker [36, 334 

37], we also limited our analysis to scaffolds associated with autosomes in all species. 335 

We used BEDTools [38] to estimate the frequencies of each family’s insertions across each 336 

species, combining TE insertions of the same family within 100bp of each other.  We used a 337 

binomial GLM in R [81] to assess differences in insertion frequencies between species for each 338 

TE order, considering a significant effect of species compared to D. melanogaster for a p-value < 339 
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0.05 for each set of TE order insertion frequencies. If all species have a significant effect in a 340 

consistent direction, we consider this to be a significant effect of D. melanogaster on insertion 341 

frequency. We also compared the median insertion frequency across species and TE orders and 342 

again fit a GLM to compare in R [81]. 343 

For a less bias comparison of insertion frequency spectra, we limited our analyses to 344 

genomes with data generated in similar fashions (D. melanogaster, D. ananassae, D. willistoni), 345 

and to orthologous euchromatic regions of the genome. For this we used progressiveMauve to 346 

identify orthologous regions of each genome [45], then converted these regions into a bedfile and 347 

excluded regions below 100kb, with over 60% of bases masked. We excluded D. innubila from 348 

this comparison due to its high sequence divergence from all other species and difficulty in finding 349 

similar TE families in other species, and D. pseudoobscura as it only its Muller element C 350 

represented natural variation. We then extracted insertions found in the orthologous regions using 351 

BEDTools [38] to compare insertion frequency spectra in orthologous regions. 352 

 353 

Polymorphism and summary statistics across the host genome and TE sequences 354 

We called polymorphism across the host nuclear genome using GATK HaplotypeCaller [82] for 355 

each host and found the nuclear site frequency spectrum for each species using this data, which 356 

we confirmed using ANGSD (folded spectra, bootstraps = 100, reference sequence given, ancestral 357 

sequence not used) [83]. ANGSD was also used to perform a principle component analysis 358 

between samples in each species to look for population substructure [83]. 359 

 360 

Estimating the effective population size of species 361 

We used the previously generated folded site-frequency spectra from ANGSD in StairwayPlot for 362 

D. melanogaster, D. innubila, D. ananassae and D. willistoni (excluding D. pseudoobscura due to 363 

the method of the data generation) [83, 84]. For each estimated effective population size back in 364 

time, we found the harmonic mean of the effective size in the past 100,000 years and took that as 365 

the average size for the line. We then compared the TE copy number estimations to effective 366 

population size. 367 

 368 

TE families with dynamics differing between species 369 
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We next wanted to identify TE families shared between species to identify differences in activity 370 

between species. We aligned families of the same superfamily (defined in the Repbase TE database 371 

[77]) from each species using MAFFT and considered families within 95% identity to be the same 372 

family in different species [85]. We then checked these matching TE families manually to make 373 

sure family groupings were correct and removed an error grouping of D. ananassae P-Galileo 374 

element with D. willistoni and melanogaster P-element. All other groupings appeared to make 375 

sense and sequence showed high levels of similarity. We then compared the site frequency 376 

spectrum of these species using a logistic regression GLM. We also tested for differences in 377 

population genetic statistics to assess if differences are due to the recent acquisition of a family in 378 

a species. We calculated Watterson’s theta, pairwise diversity and Tajima’s D using Popoolation 379 

and estimated TE family copy number based on coverage [53], then compared these statistics 380 

across family and species using a generalized linear model, noting significant interactions between 381 

species and TE family. 382 

 383 

Abbreviations  384 

TE = transposable element, TIR = terminal inverted repeat, LTR = long terminal repeat, LINE = 385 

long interspersed nuclear element, RC = rolling circle, GLM – generalized linear model, IFS = 386 

insertion frequency spectra. 387 
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Figure 1: Schematic depicting the model explaining the differences in TE abundance and insertion 419 

frequency spectra across species, with species analyzed previously in red, species analyzed here 420 

in blue. Species have been placed in the schematic based on 1 – the insertion frequency spectrum 421 

relative to mammals and D. melanogaster, and 2 – TE abundances compared to mammals and D. 422 

melanogaster. 423 

 424 

Figure 2. Transposable Element content (separated by TE order) in populations of five 425 

Drosophila species. TE content shown as A. Cartoon of tree of species assessed here, branches 426 

do not accurately represent the distance between species. B. Estimated TE profiles including TE 427 

proportions of each genome, median TE coverage, weighted by median nuclear coverage, and 428 

median TE insertion number. TIR and RCs were combined due to small numbers of either for 429 

many species. C. TE density per 1 Mb windows across the genome for each species and TE 430 

order. 431 

 432 

Figure 3: Average insertion frequency spectra for each species, separated by TE order for, A. TE 433 

insertions found across total genomes of all species. B. TE insertions called in orthologous regions 434 

for D. melanogaster, D. willistoni and D. ananassae.  435 
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Table S1: Table of Drosophila strains used in this study, including information on species, 436 

collection location and SRA number. 437 

Table S2: Comparison of TE insertion frequencies between species and the fit of GLMs at different 438 

levels showing significant differences between species. 439 

Table S3: TE insertions across the analysed scaffolds for each of the five species analysed here, 440 

with TE family, superfamily, order and TE insertion site occupancy. 441 

Table S4: TEs showing significant differences in distributions between species and the median 442 

Tajima’s D for each species to see if a recent horizontal acquisition was the cause of this difference. 443 

NA is given if the TE family is absent from the species in question. 444 

Table S5: Table of GLM results for differences in IFS between TE families shared across D. 445 

ananassae, melanogaster and willistoni in shared regions of the genome. 446 

Figure S1. A. Insertion frequency spectrum, plots showing the densities of insertions and the 447 

proportion of the population these insertions are found in. These spectra are estimated using 448 

PopoolationTE2 for each species, separated by TE order. B. Insertion frequency spectrum of TE 449 

insertions for regions with high similarity, identified using progressiveMauve. 450 

Figure S2: Site frequency spectra the nuclear genome of species analyzed here, calculated using 451 

ANGSD. The theoretical neutral site frequency spectrum is layered on top in red. 452 

Figure S3: Principle component analysis for nuclear polymorphism for each species. 453 

Subpopulations are colored differently when known. E.G. Muller C inversion karyotype for D. 454 

pseudoobscura and Arizona sky island place of collection for D. innubila (both colored arbitrarily). 455 

Circled clusters are the lines used in the subset analysis, chosen arbitrarily based on the clustering 456 

seen in the PCAs. TE copy number for each species (+- 2 * standard deviations) is also compared 457 

to estimated effective population size from StairwayPlot. 458 

Figure S4: Insertion frequency per species for shared TE superfamilies’. 459 

Figure S5: Site frequency spectrum of TEs shared between species that are significantly different 460 

in at least one comparison. Spectra are weighted by copy number. These are the 9 of 55 461 

comparisons to show significant differences in distribution between species. The peak at ~60% in 462 

Harbinger-1 in D. willistoni is caused by a small number of insertions at 60% frequency and low 463 

insertion numbers found in the D. willistoni. 464 

Data S1: TE sequences used in this study to determine repetitive content of each species. 465 
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Data S2: TE hierarchy for each species, separated by species. Hierarchy gives the specific 466 

sequence, the TE family it belongs to and its order. 467 
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